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Abstract: When Marco Polo left China, he passed through Hangzhou (Quinsai) and

then travelled approximately southwestwards into what is today Fujian province, to

the cities ofFuzhou and Quanzhou (Zaiton). There are still a number of disagreements

regarding his route, however, which are discussed here. Consideration is also given to

Marco's use of "Facfur" to designate the last Emperor of the Song dynasty, and more

generally to the issue of the use of Persian language in Yuan China. It is suggested that
there is no clear evidence that Marco Polo learned Persian. An error regarding

consumption of pepper in China during the thirteenth century is corrected. More

evidence of the importation of very substantial quantities ofpepper into China during
the Song and Yuan periods is adduced. Identifications of all the places which Marco

mentions in this section of his book are suggested, with the support of evidence.

Keywords: Marco Polo, Quinsai, Persian, Facfur, pepper

A number of uncertainties still exist regarding Marco Polo's account of his final

journey from Quinsai1 (Xingzai ff:$i; Hangzhou f/ij'H)2 to the port of Zaiton3 (Çaiton;

Quanzhou ifU'H)/1 There is disagreement about the identification of several of the

places mentioned, and the full significance of some of Marco's information has not
been realized. One of the places on the route, "Tanpigiu",5 is one of the most

problematic toponyms in all of Marco's text.6 There are also difficulties with the

route between Quzhou jSj/'H and Jianning and with the identification of

1 BNF MS fr. 1116: 62 recto, 66 recto, 68 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 159, 168, 169, 174;

MP/Kinoshita: 124, 133, 137, 142, 144, 147.

2 Moule 1957: 1, 3-10.
3 MP/Baldelli Boni: 156.

4 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 583-597; Haw 2017: 225; BNF MS fr. 1116: 70 verso, 72 verso, 74 recto,
75 recto; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 177, 178, 181, 183, 184, 185.

5 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 846-847; Haw 2006: 119-120; MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 343;

MP/Kinoshita: 137-138.
6 Haw (forthcoming a).

7 Haw 2006: 120-121; Vogel 2013: 204; MP/Kinoshita: 138; Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 261, 569-570.

Kinoshita has done exactly what Pelliot criticises Benedetto for doing.
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"Tingiu" or "Tiungiu",8 which was apparently somewhere near Quanzhou.9 Other

issues which require further comment and explanation include Marco's use of
"Facfur" to designate the last Emperor of the Song dynasty,10 and his report that

very large quantities of pepper were consumed in Hangzhou every day.11

Facfur: The former Song capital of Quinsai is described at length in the

Description of the World, particularly in Ramusio's edition.12 Included in the

account is a description of the palace of "King Fanfur"13 or "Facfur".14 According
to Pelliot, "Polo's « facfur » is a very correct transcription of Pers[ian] [...] fayfûr,
a common designation of the Chinese Emperor in Mussulman sources".15 Pelliot
also believed that the only Asian language which Marco ever mastered was

Persian, which he used as the lingua franca of foreigners in the Yuan Empire.16

There is a contradiction here, however, for it is clear that Marco did not understand

the real meaning of fayfûr. Surely, if the word is Persian and Marco was
fluent in that language, he should have understood it correctly. It is a caique of
Chinese Tianzi JkT, "Son of Heaven".17 This epithet was applied to Chinese

emperors in general, yet Marco seems to have believed that it applied specifically

to the last Emperor of the Song dynasty (he was also apparently confused

as to who exactly this last emperor was).18 He refers to "un signor detto Farfur"
and to "Re Fanfur",19 as if "Facfur" was the personal name of the Emperor.

Indeed, Burgio defines "Facfur" as: "Il nome [...] usato per designare f...] un
personaggio nel quale si sommano le silhouettes degli ultimi imperatori cinesi
[...]".2° Marco's usage of this term requires explanation.

In reality, the term fayfûr is not Persian, or rather, it is not Persian in origin
and was never specifically Persian. Nor does it occur only in Muslim texts. As

Pelliot in fact noted, the earliest known occurrences of baypuhr are in a document

in the Parthian language, where it means "Son of God" and refers to Jesus

8 MP/Ramusio: 49B, 49C; BNF MS fr. 5631: 63 verso.

9 Haw 2006: 121; Vogel 2013: 204, 207 note i*; Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 853-856.

10 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 652-661.

11 MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 340; MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 204, 210 note 7.

12 MP/Ramusio: 45C-48C; MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 326-342.

13 MP/Ramusio: 47E; MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 338-339 note 3.

14 MP/Barbieri: 214.

15 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 652.

16 Pelliot 1912: 592.

17 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 652-653. On Tianzi, see Ching 1997: 3-4, 14-16.

18 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 657-660.
19 MP/Ramusio: 41C, 41D. "El re Fatur"; MP/Gennari: 145. "Rex quidam nomine facfur": MP/

Pipino: 132. Cf. MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 309.

20 MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 2: 313.
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Christ.21 The two occurrences in this document are not isolated examples, as

Pelliot apparently believed. There are a number of other occurrences of this term
in Parthian documents, referring in the singular to Jesus and in the plural to

"angels and divinities".22 The occurrences known to Pelliot are in a manuscript
fragment from Dunhuang in China. It would indeed be odd if this term had
travelled to China at an early date, only to travel back westwards to Iran and

then reappear in China in Marco Polo's time.23 This must surely be very unlikely.
The term occurs in early Sogdian documents, as ßypwr. It was used in Sogdian to
refer to the emperor of China at least as early as 313 CE.24 It therefore cannot

strictly be correct to say that this usage occurs "in Mussulman sources", for
Islam did not exist when the term was first applied to the emperor of China in
Sogdian documents. It may also be due to Sogdian influence that the initial
consonant became /, as this was apparently a regular development from Sogdian
ß.25 The term would then no doubt have entered Turkic as a loanword from

Sogdian, for relations between the Sogdians and the Turks were close from an

early period.26 A number of loanwords from Sogdian have been recognised in
Turkic languages.27 The fact that this term passed into Turkic is well attested.

Not only did faghfur or fagfur come to be used as a personal name in Turkic,28 it
is also used in modern Turkish with the meaning "porcelain"29 (a usage
comparable to the use of "china" in English).30 It is therefore entirely possible that
Marco's "Facfur" came from Turkic, not from Persian. Its use as a personal name
in Turkic would explain why Marco misunderstood its true meaning.

21 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 652; Müller 1904: 34.

22 Durkin-Meisterernst 2004: 107.

23 Manichaean texts, at least, were translated from Parthian and Sogdian directly into Chinese

and probably also Turkic: see Lieu 1995.

24 Henning 1948: 604-607, 615. Note that this document, dated 313, the Sogdian Ancient Letter

II, is the same as that referred to by Pelliot as "a text which seems to be from the end of the 2nd

cent. A.D.": Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 652. The later date is now generally accepted: see de la
Vaissière 2005: 43-46.
25 Gauthiot 1911: 58.

26 Haw 2014: 14-15; De la Vaissière 2005:199-225.

27 For an example of a loanword from Sogdian in Uighur, see de la Vaissière 2005: 55. For other
loanwords from Sogdian into Turkic languages, see Räsänen 1969: 80 (bore), 252 (känt), and

perhaps also 220 (karfda).
28 The best known example is the "Faghfur Diwan" of the Bäbur-näma: Baber 1826: 423; Bäbur
1922: 687; Baber 1871: 439. It must be noted, however, that Thackston gives "Maghfur" rather
than "Faghfür": Babur 1996: 445.

29 Redhouse 1880: 235; Kieffer/Bianchi 1837: 391.

30 See Laufer 1917: 126 note 2. As pointed out above, however, this word is not Persian in
origin, as Laufer claims.
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Whether Marco Polo was really fluent in Persian seems to me to be

questionable. There is in fact very little evidence regarding exactly what languages
he acquired. It is entirely possible that he learned Persian on his way across Asia

to China, but there can be no certainty of that. His supposed knowledge of
Persian is no more than an assumption, based very largely on the belief that
Persian was a widely used lingua franca in Asia at the period. This questionable

assumption has not always existed. In 1818, Marsden suggested that the

languages which Marco learned after he had arrived at the court of Qubilai Qa'an

were: "Perhaps the Moghul or Mungal, Ighur, Manchu, and Chinese".31

"Manchu" here is clearly an anachronism, but its earlier precursor, Jurchen, is

not entirely out of the question.32 It is certainly quite likely that Marco learned

Mongolian ("Moghul or Mungal") and Uighur Turkic ("Ighur"). He may well
have had at least some knowledge of Chinese, although probably little or no
knowledge of Chinese characters.33 The idea that Marco used Persian more or
less exclusively while he was in the Mongol Empire is undoubtedly false.34 It
appears to have been originated by Henry Yule, who had extensive experience of
India but none whatsoever of China.35 No doubt his own knowledge of Persian36

and the position which the language held in India37 influenced Yule's thinking.
What is more surprising is that Paul Pelliot accepted this opinion, even though
he was aware that some of Yule's alleged evidence for Marco's knowledge of
Persian was spurious.38 This particularly concerns Yule's treatment of the word
"quesitam".39 Yule admits that he "deduced a reading for the word" (his
emphasis), this reading being "Quescican", which he interpreted as a Persian

plural. He believed "that Persian was the colloquial language of foreigners at the

Kaan's court, who would not scruple to make a Persian plural when wanted".40

This is no more than speculation, however, and it is wrong. The word is purely
Mongolian, the plural being kesikten or kesigtenf1 Other evidence which Yule

cites in support of his opinion is Marco's use of "Pulisanghin" for the river

31 MP/Marsden: 25 note 44.

32 On the origin of the Manchus from the Jurchens, see Huang 1990: 253-255.

33 Haw 2006: 60-63; Haw (forthcoming a).

34 Haw 2014: 5-32.

35 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 1: xxvii-lv.
36 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 1: xxviii.
37 Fisher 2019: 225-229.

38 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 815.

39 BNF fr. 1116: 38 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 107; MP/Ramusio: 26B ("Casitan"); MP/

Baldeiii Boni; 76 ("questi Tan"); BNF fr. 5631: 35 recto ("questian, questiaus").

40 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 1: 379-380 note 1.

41 De Rachewiltz, vol. 2: 672, 826, 829.
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spanned by the now famous "Marco Polo" bridge.42 Here again, however, Marco

apparently failed to understand that this term really should have applied to the

bridge and not to the river: "When one leaves the city of Khanbaliq and has gone
ten miles, then he finds a large river called Pulisanghin".43 Once again, this

must call into question Marco's supposed knowledge of Persian.

It must be understood that Marco could very easily have crossed western
and central Asia without any need to learn Persian. A knowledge of Turkic

would undoubtedly have been sufficient. He himself refers to the Cagatai
Qanate as "the great Turquie" and says that it extended from the Amu Darya
all the way to the realm of the Great Qa'an in East Asia.44 It may also be noted

that William of Rubruck found very few Persian speakers in this region, so few

as to be worthy of comment when he happened upon some: "After this we came

across a fine town called Equius, inhabited by Saracens who spoke Persian,

though they were a very long way from Persia".45 Iran itself had been under
Turkic rule for a considerable period before the second half of the thirteenth

century, first under the Seljuqs and then under the Khwarazm-shahs.46 Certainly

during the early seventeenth century, when Pietro della Valle travelled in Iran,
Turkish was widely spoken there.47 Because of the common use of Turkic in
Iran, European references to "Persian" language during the Renaissance period
(and perhaps also earlier) sometimes really mean Turkic.48

The "Arabo-Persian" question: Recently, Philippe Ménard has attempted
to reassert the importance of "Arabo-Persian" vocabulary in Marco Polo's text.49

Like Yule and a number of other commentators, he has also denied that Marco

could have had any knowledge of Chinese.50 Also like Yule, however, Ménard is

not in a position to judge, because he himself lacks such knowledge. This is

42 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 3, 5 note 2.

43 MP/Kinoshita: 93. Cf. MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 126; MP/Ramusio: 32D ("vn flume nominato

Pulisangan").
44 BNF fr. 1116: 96 recto-verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 231; MP/Kinoshita: 193; MP/Gennari:

242; MP/Simion: 332.

45 Jackson 1990: 147. Jackson claims that "Equius can only be Quyas", although he notes that

the location of Quyas presents a problem. In reality, this place must surely be Iki-ögüz. This

town is recorded as "Ëki-Ôgûz" by Al-Kasyarî 1983-1985, vol. 1: 103. Assuming that William's

"-qu-" represents the sound k and that the Turkic "-g-" was softened in William's time, then the

pronunciation of "Equius" almost exactly matches "Ëki-Ôgûz". See also Haw 2014: 14-15.

46 Bosworth 1968: 1-23, 42-66, 79, 135-144.

47 Gurney 1986: 105, 107, 110; Delia Valle 1843, vol. 1: 431-432.

48 Orsatti 2003: 677-689.

49 I use "Arabo-Persian" as a translation of Ménard's term "arabo-persan": Ménard 2009:126,
130.

50 Ménard 2009: 130-132.
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evident from his inability to handle romanisation of Chinese adequately. Thus,

he refers to "chinois po-che (aujourd'hui graphie bochi)". Presuming that the

latter romanisation is intended to be Pinyin, it should read boshi W±. It might
be thought that this is merely a typographical error, but a few lines later he

refers to "chinois po-shih", apparently without realising that this is simply a

different romanisation (in the Wade-Giles system) of the same Chinese term.51

Ménard is completely inconsistent as regards romanisation, indiscriminately
mixing romanisations in various different systems: Pinyin, Wade-Giles, and

others. An example is his use of "hsien sheng" (Wade-Giles) and "xian"
(Pinyin) in the same paragraph, without comment.52 He also suggests that
Marco's sensi or sensin53 might be derived from "le chinois xian qui veut dire

'immortel' car les ermites taoïstes recherchaient l'immortalité et peut-être
ensuite sheng 'sages, saints'".54 This would be very much more convincing if
the term he suggests actually existed in Chinese, but it does not. Still in the same

paragraph, he refers to the Daoist Zhengyi jE~~ sect, and then to a second sect,

"Quanschen". Presumably this should read "Quanzhen K", the sect of the

adept Qiu Chuji frJÜÄ, known as Changchun zhenren ü:#Ä A, famous for his

journey across Central Asia to meet Cinggis Qan.55 What system of romanisation

"Quanschen" may represent is entirely unclear.

A further problem with Ménard's analysis is that he does not systematically
relate Marco Polo's vocabulary to its geographical context. It is entirely natural
that Marco should use "Arabo-Persian" terms when he is describing western
Asia. Ménard's arguments would be much more convincing if he could show

that Marco uses multiple "Arabo-Persian" terms in his description of China. In

fact, however, Marco does not.56 It must also be pointed out that Ménard

frequently assigns words to the wrong language, and errs in various other

ways. One of the most egregious errors is his claim that the Mongols used a

Persian word for the sable, a claim based on a spurious argument by Wehr.57

The word in question, "rondes", does not exist other than as a scribal error. The

real Mongolian word for the sable, buluqan, is well attested, with multiple
occurrences in the thirteenth-century Secret History of the Mongols.58 An

51 Ménard 2009: 111.

52 Ménard 2009: 115.

53 BNF fr. 1116: 33 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio vol. 1: 96; MP/Kinoshita: 66; BNF fr. 5631: 29 verso;
MP/Ramusio: 17E ("sensim").
54 Ménard 2009: 115.

55 For the account of this journey, see CZXYJ. An English translation is Waley 1931.

56 Haw 2014: 6-13.

57 Ménard 2009: 103-104.

58 Haw (forthcoming b).
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example of assigning a word to the wrong language is what he says about
"cuiucci".59 He has clearly completely misunderstood Pelliot's note on this
word.60 According to Ménard: "Il vient du chinois kuai-shi 'coureurs rapides',
comme l'a identifié Pelliot". On the contrary, however, Pelliot states (correctly)
that the word is originally Mongolian. The Chinese guichi Jt ff- (not "kuai-shi",
which does not exist) or guiyouchi IÉ# are transcriptions of Mongolian, not
the other way round. Ménard has also completely omitted at least two
Mongolian terms from his discussion. The first is "samcin".61 This is Samjing,
the Mongolian version of the Chinese title Canzheng, abbreviated from Canzhi

zhengshi #£ni$C^f, Second Privy Councillor.62 The second omission is "san-

gon".63 Here, unusually, Pelliot is wrong in trying to derive this term ultimately
from Chinese xianggong (tlÄ.64 It is Mongolian and Turkic sängün or sangun,
from Chinese jiangjun "[military] general".65 Since Ménard found only
"une douzaine de mots turco-mongols" in Marco's text,66 the addition of these

two Mongolian words is significant.
In contrast, Ménard includes the word papiones in his analysis,67 although

this is probably not a "mot oriental". Nor is he able to explain it credibly: it
certainly does not mean "singes".68 Again, he claims that borgal comes "sans

doute du persan bulgari, nom de la ville de Bolghar".69 It should hardly be

necessary to point out that the Bulgars, from whom the town took its name, were
a Turkic people.70 The word is not Persian, but exists in that language only as a

loanword from Turkic. It was also borrowed into Mongolian.71 Marco may well
have taken it directly from Turkic. Ménard also asserts that: "Le terme musc [...]

vient du Persan musk".72 This is at least questionable, for the word is attested in
other languages earlier than in Persian: "The Pahlavi word musk appears in

59 Ménard 2009: 114.

60 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 572-573.

61 BNF fr. 1116: 72 recto. I read "vonsamcin" here, although Eusebi and Burgio read "vonsa-

nicin": MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 181. In this manuscript, "i" is not dotted, which frequently
gives rise to ambiguity. Ramusio gives "Vonsancin": MP/Ramusio: 50B.

62 Farquhar 1990: 171; Doerfer 1963-1975, vol. 1: 342.

63 BNF fr. 1116: 60 recto; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 155; MP/Barbieri: 168.

64 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 825.

65 Haw 2014: 12; Thomsen 1924: 151 note 1, 173; Doerfer 1963-1975, vol. 3: 278-279.

66 Ménard 2009: 130.

67 Ménard 2009: 122.

68 Haw (forthcoming b).

69 Ménard 2009: 95.

70 Golden 1992: 103, 253-258; Brook 2006: 14.

71 Doerfer 1963-1975, vol. 2: 315-317.

72 Ménard 2009: 101.
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several texts. Unfortunately, all of these are works that took their final form in
Islamic times".73 Greek pôoxoç is certainly attested at an earlier date.74 It occurs,
for example, in the sixth-century Christian Topography attributed to Cosmas

Indicopleustes, with a brief description of the musk-deer.75 Whatever its origins,
the word had entered European languages long before the thirteenth century.
"Muscus" is mentioned by Albertus Magnus, with a reasonably good description
of the musk-deer.76 Ménard's claim that Marco "paraît un des premiers à avoir

utilisé le mot"77 must therefore be rejected.

Indeed, Ménard's list of "premières attestations"78 is generally suspect.
"Noix d'Inde", for example, occurs as "nux indica" in the De Vegetabilibus of
Albertus Magnus, dating from about 1256.79 Albertus also mentions "mamone-

tus", undoubtedly the same as Marco's "maimon". According to Albertus:

"Caput habet rotundum et faciem similiorem cum homine quam symia (It has

a round head and a face more human than ape-like)".80 Marco describes these

monkeys as: "so different that there are some whose faces nearly resemble
men's".81 Nor is it likely that Marco Polo was "un des premiers" to use the

word turbit.82 This word occurs in a thirteenth-century manuscript of the Livre
des Simples Médecines of Platearius.83 "Turpeth" is reported to have been in
demand in Sicily as early as the middle of the eleventh century.84 The word is

not originally Persian or Arabic: it is ultimately derived from the Sanskrit names
triputa85 or trivrit.86 Similarly, camphre was not originally an Arabic word,87 but

ultimately derives from Austronesian (cf. Malay kapür).88 Indeed, it appears that

73 King 2017: 32. The use of the word "unfortunately" is telling: claims have often been made

for Persian which seem to owe more to wishful thinking than to reality.
74 A recent etymological dictionary of Greek is able to cite only Modern Persian musk as the

supposed origin of Greek yoaxoç, which is hardly satisfactory: Beekes 2010, vol. 2: 971.

75 Cosmas 1909: 319; Cosmas 1973, vol. 3: 325.

76 Albertus Magnus 1920: 1413; Albert the Great: 161-162. Albertus cites Platearius as his

source: see Platearius 1913: 129.

77 Ménard 2009: 101.

78 Ménard 2009; 132.

79 Albertus Magnus 1867: 416.

80 Albertus Magnus 1920; 1413-1414; Albert the Great; 162.

81 MP/Kinoshita: 186. Cf. BNF fr. 1116: 94 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 227.

82 Ménard 2009: 97.

83 Platearius 1913: 191.

84 Lev/Amar 2008: 308.

85 Dymock/Warden/Hooper 1891: 527-528.

86 Amar/Lev 2017: 118; Genaust 1996: 665.

87 Ménard 2009: 88.

88 Marsden 1811: 149; Genaust 1996: 121.
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the Arabs had little knowledge of camphor before their conquest of Iran.89 Since

camphor was known in Europe at least as early as the late eighth century, it can

hardly be claimed that Marco was among the first to use the word.90 The St Gall

Antidotarium of the ninth century includes mention of "cafora" (and also of
"musco").91 It would be easy, but somewhat otiose, to give further examples of a

similar kind. Ménard's analysis of the "mots orientaux" in Marco Polo's text is

seriously flawed in multiple respects. His conclusions must certainly be rejected.
It is surprising that Vogel should have accepted Ménard's analysis.92 The Persian

language was of very little importance in the Mongol Empire: Persian vocabulary

appears to only a very limited extent in its administrative terminology. In the

eastern part of the Mongol Empire, Mongolian and Chinese terms predominate,
and in the western part, Turkic terms.93

Pepper: It is necessary to correct an error relating to pepper. It has been

stated that: "The corrupt late Song minister, Jia Sidao (1213-75), is reported to

have had 800 piculs of pepper among his stores".94 The authority cited for this is

Shiba Yoshinobu, but Shiba does not cite the source of his information.95 The

probable source has now been identified, and it does not support Shiba's claim.
He apparently misunderstood the Chinese text. It must be explained that "800

piculs of pepper" (hujiao babai shi fifj®AS TÏ) became a byword in Chinese for

luxury and extravagance. The original reference is not to Jia Sidao WtöÜJ, but to
the Tang-period minister Yuan Zai (713-777). After Yuan's disgrace and

death, it was found that he had as much as 800 piculs (shi TÏ) of pepper among
his stores (1 shi was approximately 60 kg).96 This indicates that pepper was

already imported into China in large quantities during the eighth century,
although it was clearly an expensive luxury then. Nonetheless, this calls into

question Shiba's suggestion that "pepper only became widely consumed in and

after the Sung dynasty".97 The text which Shiba apparently misunderstood is in
one of the collections of anecdotes assembled by Zhou Mi Jl®?. It records that
when Jia Sidao's possessions were confiscated after his death they were found to
include several hundred pots (weng fE: the size is uncertain) of crystal sugar.
Zhou records this as an example of hoarding, and ends the anecdote by quoting

89 Amar/Lev 2017: 145.

90 McCormick 2001: 714.

91 Sigerist 1923: 89.

92 Vogel 2013: 41.

93 Qiu 2012: 622; Farquhar 1990: 9.

94 Haw 2006: 141.

95 Shiba 1970: 202.

96 XTS, vol. 15, juan 145: 4714.

97 Shiba 1970: 206.
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the saying about 800 piculs of pepper.98 This is clearly not intended to apply
specifically to Jia Sidao.

Nevertheless, there is good evidence for the import of substantial quantities
of pepper into China during the thirteenth century. A mathematical treatise first

published in 124799 includes an interesting problem concerning the cargo of a

ship. Among the items listed as part of the cargo are "10,430 packages of
pepper: each package weighs 40 jin Jf".100 One jin was approximately half a

kilogram, so that this is an enormous quantity of pepper. Although this is a

theoretical problem for the study of mathematics, it is reasonable to think that it
describes a situation that might plausibly have existed. Thus, what Marco says
about very large quantities of pepper being carried into Hangzhou every day101 is

entirely credible. His assertion that: "for each shipload of pepper going to
Alexandria or other places to be carried to Christian lands, a hundred come to

this port of Zaytun"102 may perhaps be an exaggeration, but not necessarily so.

Very large quantities of pepper did indeed arrive in China. In January 943, the

king of Fujian (Min Ü) sent tribute to the emperor of the Jin ff dynasty103 to

congratulate him on his recent accession to the throne. Among his presents were
600 jin of pepper.104 On February 6,1157, an embassy from the polity of Sanfoqi

in Sumatra105 presented tribute to the Song Emperor which included no
less than 10,750 jin of pepper.106 When Ming forces took Fuzhou on January 18,

1368, they seized 639 horses, 105 seagoing ships, more than 199,500 piculs of
grain (liang 8), 1,450 ounces (Hang BS) of gold, and more than 6,300 jin of
pepper.107 As there was so much pepper in the port city of Fuzhou, Marco's

claim that it was to Çaiton (Quanzhou) that "all the India ships come"108 must
be considered an overstatement. Other ports also had a share of the trade.

98 QDYY, juan 16: 297.

99 Libbrecht 1973: 2.

100 SSJZ, juan 17: 421; SXJZ, juan 9 xia: 15b.

101 MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 340; MP/Ramusio: 46B; MP/Barbieri: 216.

102 MP/Kinoshita: 141. Cf. BNF fr. 1116: 70 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 178.

103 Known as the Later Jin dynasty to distinguish it from an earlier dynasty of the same name,
this was one of the five dynasties which controlled part of China between the fall of the Tang

dynasty and the establishment of the Song dynasty: see Hung 2014: 7-36; and Ouyang 2004: lv-
lxxvii.
104 CFYG, vol. 2, juan 169: 1883.

105 This polity is often identified with Srivijaya, but such an identification is doubtful: Haw
2019: 428-429.
106 SHY, vol. 8, ce 199: 7863.

107 MSL, vol. 1, juan 28 xia: 18.

108 MP/Kinoshita: 141. Cf. BNF fr. 1116: 70 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1:178. This claim does

not appear in Ramusio's edition: MP/Ramusio: 49B.
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Further evidence for this is the list of trade commodities which arrived at

Guangzhou during the Dade Jk'Û reign-period (1297-1307), which included

pepper (unfortunately without any indication of quantity).109

The name Quinsai: Before leaving Hangzhou to consider Marco's route to

Fujian, it is worth noting that Marco's claim that Quinsai means the "city of
heaven"110 is echoed by Odoric of Pordenone: "I came unto the city of Cansay, a

name which signifieth 'the City of Heaven'".111 Since Odoric had personally
visited Hangzhou, the suggestion that he was copying Marco Polo112 does not
seem very likely. There is certainly no evidence that this was the case. It is more

likely that there was some kind of popular adage that somehow referred to

Hangzhou by this appellation. Although Hangzhou does not in fact literally
mean "city of heaven", what Marco and Odoric report cannot really be considered

wrong. They were no doubt simply relating something which they had

heard. Indeed, as Moule noted, when Kaifeng IHÈf (Bian fF) was capital of the

Song Empire, it was apparently said there that Hangzhou was "the palaces of
Heaven on Earth (dishang tiangong ffe_h^^)".113 This appears in at least two
works of the Song period, so may have been in general usage.114 Whether it was
current in Marco Polo's time, however, is unclear.

The origin of the name "Quinsai" gave rise to lengthy discussions for a

considerable period of time, until Moule eventually correctly related it to the

Chinese "Xingzai fJ'Tt".115 There is, however, still some difficulty regarding
Marco's orthography of this toponym. Moule thought that: "the hs at the beginning

of hsing [xing] was pronounced (according to the latest researches) like ch

at the end of German 'Bach', and appears in Chinese words borrowed by the

Japanese as a k."116 This is somewhat misleading, certainly as far as the

Japanese pronunciation is concerned. Many Japanese pronunciations of
Chinese words date back to the Tang period, long before Marco's time.
Reconstruction of the pronunciation of Chinese at various periods in the past
has advanced greatly since Moule was writing. During the thirteenth century,
"Xingzai" was probably usually pronounced not very differently from today.

109 DNZ, juan 7: 55.

110 BNF fr. 1116: 66 recto; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1:169; MP/Kinoshita: 133; MP/Ramusio: 45C;

MP/Barbieri: 206.

111 Yule 1913-1916, vol. 2: 192. Cf. Odoric 2010: 40.
112 Andreose and Ménard in Odoric 2010:160.
113 Moule 1957: 10.

114 Moule drew attention to the text in Fengchuang xiaodu: FCXD, juan shang: 219. There is

another occurrence, not noted by Moule, in the Qing yi lu of about 950: QYL, juan shang: 17.

115 Moule 1957: 1-10.
116 Moule 1957: 9.
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Pulleyblank gives "xirptsaj",117 while Coblin reconstructs "yjiij-dzaj".118 Marco's

"Quinsai"119 does not obviously reflect these Chinese pronunciations. Marco

undoubtedly used "Qu-" with the value of k.120 He may perhaps also have

used it ambiguously, as he used "ch-", with the value either of k- or of h-

(X or y). Marco commonly uses n for rj.ul Thus, "Quin-" might represent
Chinese "xirj" or "yjiij". There is some difficulty with "-sai", however, which
does not obviously represent Chinese "tsaj" or "dzaj". Nevertheless, this is not

impossible, as early Venetian usually wrote s for z.122 Marco may have used s

where z (for ts/dz) would have been more accurate.

There is another possibility. "Quinsai" might represent a Mongolian pronunciation.

In Mongolian, Chinese "xing" was pronounced "qing"{king); it is attested in,
for example, Xing zhongshu sheng iTd'trti-, Mongolian Qing jungshu sing (King

jungsu sing), Branch Central Secretariat.123 "Zai" was pronounced "sai"; the

homophone "zai" occurs in Zaixiang $#], Mongolian Saisang, Minister.124 Thus, the

original of Marco's "Quinsai" could have been a Mongolian pronunciation,
"Qingsai (Kingsai)", of Chinese "Xingzai". This cannot be considered certain, however.

Marco's "Quinsai" might have been derived either from Chinese or from

Mongolian. The claim that it is a Persian transcription125 is entirely without
foundation. It has been noted that Marco's Chinese toponyms often closely resemble

those of Rashid al-Din,126 but this cannot be taken to mean that Marco took them

from a Persian source. It is simply that both Rashid al-Din and Marco took their
forms of toponyms from similar sources.127 Indeed, the Arabic-Persian version of

Xingzai was at least sometimes "Hansa",128 significandy further from the Chinese

original than Marco's "Quinsai". It may also be useful to emphasize that one of the

proposed originals of "Quinsai", Jingshi (capital city),129 is certainly out of the

117 Pulleyblank 1991: 344, 391.

118 Coblin 2007: 115, 134.

119 BNF fr. 116: 62 recto, 66 recto ("quisai, quinsai") 66 verso, 68 verso ("quisai"); MP/Eusebi-

Burgio, vol. 1: 159, 168, 169, 173, 174; MP/Ramusio: 41D, 45C, 46A,B,C,E,F, 47D,E, 48A,B,C,D

(always "Quinsai"); MP/Barbieri: 206 ("Quisay, Qinsay"), 216, 220 ("Quinsay), 222 ("Qinsay").
120 Haw (forthcoming a; forthcoming c).

121 Haw (forthcoming a).

122 Ferguson 2007: 75-76.

123 Farquhar 1990: 367.

124 Farquhar 1990: 171. Strictly, these are not quite homophones, as the tones are different.
125 See, for example, the note by Andreose and Ménard in Odoric 2010: 160.

126 See, for example, Olschki 1960: 234 note 4.

127 Cf. the case of "Mangi": Haw 2014: 8-9.
128 Jackson 1998: 95.

129 This is the identification of Pauthier and Yule, among others: MP/Pauthier: 491 note 1;

MP/Yule-Cordier: 149 note 3.
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question. As Moule noted, the Song court never accepted the loss of northern China,

with the old capital of Kaifeng.130 This is, in fact, why Hangzhou was commonly
called "Xingzai" (or "Xingzaisuo ¥¥)'("), which means a place where the emperor
is temporarily resident while travelling.131 Hangzhou was never considered the

"real" capital, which was always Kaifeng.132 The term "Xingzaisuo" is old. It can
be traced back at least to the reign of Wudi 3^ of the Han dynasty (141-87 bce).133

From Hangzhou to Fuzhou: Before discussing the places which Marco

mentions on the route from Hangzhou southwards, some preliminary comments

are necessary. During Marco's final journey on his way out of China towards the

Ilkhanate, he was not travelling alone nor with a small group of companions. He

was accompanying the Princess Kökecin and the three ambassadors who had

come from the Ilkhanate to request a new bride for their master the Ilkhan.134

They would probably have travelled with a considerable suite of attendants, and

they would have expected to travel in some degree of comfort. It was therefore

no doubt necessary to follow a route which passed through major settlements as

frequently as possible. Small towns and villages would almost certainly have

lacked the resources to meet their needs. It is therefore not necessarily the case

that the route chosen would have been the shortest one possible. From the point
of view of comfort, travel by water would have been preferable. When overland
travel could not be avoided, it may well be that the routes used would have
needed to be suitable for wheeled carts for baggage and carriages for the
Princess and her ladies-in-waiting. It seems that many of those who have tried
to identify the places on the route have usually overlooked these points. It is

also the case that Marco had already made at least one return journey to
India,135 so that some of the information that he gives may have been acquired
in the course of different journeys.

"And at the end of the day's journey [from Hangzhou] one finds the city [...]

which is called Tanpigiu".136 This place has caused considerable confusion. It is

clear that the name has been corrupted by copyists in every extant version of the
text.137 Proposed identifications have varied from Shaoxing &HJH,138 "without

130 Moule 1957: 7.

131 See, for example, FYSL, vol. 1, juan 1:1-2; YDJS, vol. 1, juan 1: 1-2.

132 Ridgway 2014: 228.

133 HS, vol. 1, juan 6: 180; vol. 9, juan 69: 2971.

134 Cleaves 1976: 181-188.

135 BNF fr. 1116: 8 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 44; MP/Kinoshita: 12; MP/Ramusio: 3F.
136 MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 343. Cf. MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 174; MP/Ramusio: 48C. MS VB

reads "ii giornate": MP/Gennari: 115.

137 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 846-847.
138 MP/Pauthier, vol. 2: 519 note 1.
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any attempt at a phonetic equivalence"139; to "Tai-ping-fu" of which
"the situation [...] presents a formidable difficulty"140; to Fuyang g PS,141 which
"does not in any way resemble Polo's Ta Pin Zu"142; to Yen-chou (Yanzhou M')'H;

Jiande HIS)143; and very possibly to other places which I have overlooked. The

only one of those mentioned above which makes any sense at all to me is

Fuyang, which is at least very close to being in the right place. It is on the

Fuchun g# River (which becomes the Qiantang Sidlt a short distance
downstream), southwest of Hangzhou and possibly about one day's journey from the

city.144 If anything, however, it is too close to Hangzhou. According to Odoric of
Pordenone, "there be also great suburbs, which contain a greater population
than even the city itself. For the city hath twelve chief gates, and from each of
them cities extend to a distance of some eight miles, each one greater than
Venice is or Padua".145 These suburbs would probably have extended particularly

along the river, so that Fuyang might have been more or less a suburb of

Hangzhou (as it in fact is today). The best suggestion yet made for the
identification of Tanpigiu is the next place on the river after Fuyang, which is Tonglu
flM.146 Phillips tried to identify this town with Marco's Vugiu,147 which follows

Tanpigiu on the route,148 but this seems unlikely. Vugiu was three days' journey
beyond Tanpigiu, and therefore four days from Hangzhou. Tonglu is not
sufficiently far from Hangzhou. Nor do phonetics favour such an identification with
Vugiu.

There is at least some phonetic resemblance between "Tanpigiu" and
"Tonglu".149 It is possible to imagine that "Tan-" might have been corrupted
from "Ton-" or "Tun-", and the "-n-" could easily have become "-m-". If the

original orthography was "Tunglu", then "-glu" might well have been miscopied
as the common toponym ending "-giu". The insertion of "-p[i]-" after "-m-"
would not be surprising.150 This involves multiple scribal errors, but nevertheless

is plausible. It certainly cannot be considered entirely satisfactory, but there

139 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 846.

140 MP/Marsden: 547 note 1081.

141 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 220 note 1.

142 Phillips 1890: 222.

143 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 846-847.
144 See the sketch map herewith, and also Tan Qixiang (ed.) 1996: 27.

145 Yule 1913-1916, vol. 2: 194-195. Cf. Odoric 2010: 40.

146 Haw 2006: 119-120; Haw (forthcoming a).

147 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 874.

148 Phillips 1890: 222.

149 'Phags-pa Chinese pronunciation "duij-lu": Coblin 2007: 108, 130.

150 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 847.
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is no better explanation. Pelliot's suggestion that "Tanpigiu" is a corruption of
"Gamgiu" involves just as much miscopying, and is unconvincing as Pelliot's
claim that the "G-" represents initial "q-" is certainly wrong.151 Moreover, this

"Gamgiu" (Yanzhou; Jiande) is too far from Hangzhou, certainly much more
than one day's journey. According to the Song-period Yuanfeng jiu yu zhi, from
Muzhou icjH'l (Yanzhou)152 northwards to the border of the prefecture was 120 li

M, and then from the border to Hangzhou was a further 155 li. This would make

a total of approximately 90 miles (140 km).153 One day's journey was a very
variable distance, but 30 miles a day was comparatively fast, at least in medieval
France. Half that distance was common. It is probably relevant that large parties
and people of high rank usually tended to travel more slowly, that carts tended

to slow journeys, and that longer journeys were usually made at a slower rate of
travel than short ones.154 Marco's total of four days from Hangzhou to Vugiu,
well beyond Jiande (see below and map), was good going. This part of the

journey was probably made in boats on the river, so carts would not have

been used. It was upstream, however, and therefore slower than a downstream

journey.
There is little difficulty with the identification of Vugiu. It is generally

accepted that it is Wuzhou §£-}J|, modern Jinhua ife^t.155 The only caveat is

Pelliot's comment that: "Polo must have left Chin-hua [Jinhua] to the east, and

the exact place he refers to seems to be MM Lan-ch'i [Lanxi]".156 This remark is

entirely comprehensible, as Wuzhou was not on the main river which Marco and

his travelling companions were following. However, it ignores the facts which
have been outlined above. Marco was travelling with a considerable number of
people who would have required the resources which the principal town of a

route {lu K)157 would no doubt have been more able to supply than a town of

county level, like Lanxi.158 There is no good reason to think that a short detour

to Wuzhou would not have been justified. Marco's account should take precedence

over Pelliot's opinion. Continuing from Wuzhou, Marco next mentions
Ghiugiu.159 Again, there is little problem with this toponym. This is Quzhou flj

151 Haw (forthcoming a).

152 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 846; FYSL, vol. 1, juan 5: 94.

153 YJYZ, vol. 1, juan 5: 219.

154 Boyer 1951: 597, 598-601, 604-606.
155 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 874; MP/Kinoshita: 138; MP/Cliff: 214, 386 note 55; MP/Barbieri:
222; Vogel 2013: 204; MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 222.

156 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 874.

157 Wuzhou became the seat of government of a route in 1276: YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1497.

158 Lanxi became a prefecture in 1295, however: YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1497.

159 MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 343.
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ji'l, still so called today.160 As far as this town, the journey was probably entirely
by boat on the river. After Quzhou, there is disagreement about the next stages
of the journey.

From Quzhou, after four days' travel, Marco's itinerary arrives at Cianscian

or Zengian.161 In another three days, Cugiu is reached.162 The second of these

toponyms is less problematic than the first. There is very little possibility that
Pelliot's reconstruction of Cugiu as "Singiu" (Xinzhou fffj'H) is correct. He

himself admits that this supposed "original form [...] is not the one which has

the best support in the manuscripts".163 It seems to me that the correct
identification of this toponym is with Chuzhou jfij'H,164 which is phonetically much

more convincing. It is only necessary to assume that an "i" has been dropped
from an original "Ciugiu". Pelliot's point regarding his "Singiu" being in "the

province the seat of which was at Hangzhou"165 is irrelevant, because the same

is true of Chuzhou also. It is true, however, that Chuzhou was probably not on
the shortest route from Quzhou to Fuzhou. Nonetheless, it is entirely possible
that this was the easiest route for a large group of travellers. On the other hand,

identifying Cugiu with Chuzhou creates a serious problem with the identification
of Cianscian/Zengian. Kinoshita, perhaps following Benedetto,166 and in spite of
Pelliot's criticism that Benedetto "contradicts himself",167 identifies Cianscian as

Changshan. She then takes Cugiu to be Chuzhou.168 Pelliot is right that this does

not make sense, for Changshan /frill was not on the way from Quzhou to
Chuzhou. The fundamental problem here is that "Cianscian" undoubtedly
looks as though it should be a transcription of "Changshan". Everything else

militates against such an identification, however. "When one leaves the city of
Quzhou, one went [...] southeast [...] four days' journey, then one finds the city of
Changshan [Cianscian], which is very large and beautiful; it is on a mountain at

the divide of a river, half of it going upstream and half of it down".169 The

160 Haw 2006: 120; Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 735; MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 222; MP/I<inoshita:
138. On Marco's orthography of this toponym, see Haw (forthcoming a).

161 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 261; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 175 ("cianscian, ciansan"); MP/
Ramusio: 48D ("Zengian"); MP/Simion: 287 ("Zansian, Zansui").
162 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 569-570; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1; 175; MP/Ramusio: 48D,E

("Gieza"); MP/Simion ("Guguin").
163 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 570.

164 Haw 2006; 120.

165 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 569.

166 MP/Benedetto: 441, 442.

167 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 570.

168 MP/Kinoshita: 138.

169 MP/Kinoshita: 138.
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original text (of MS F) says: "a chief de quatre jornee, adonc treuve l'en la cité de

Cianscian, qe mout est grant et biel et est sus un mont que parte le flum, que le

une moitié ala en sus, et l'autre moitié en jus".170 The important details here are

(1) "Cianscian" is southeast of Quzhou; (2) it is four days' journey from Quzhou;
and (3) it is on a mountain which divides "a river", which flows in two different
directions from the mountain ("upstream [...] and [...] down" is not exactly a

correct translation: rivers cannot normally flow upstream). None of these is right
for Changshan.

"Chang-shan is a city of the third class, and is said to be 140 le [li] from Chu-

chu-fu [Quzhou]. [...] It is built at the base of a hill about a mile from the river,
but its suburbs extend down to the water's edge".171140 li is less than 50 miles

(80 km), which is certainly not four days' journey. Changshan is in a river valley,
more or less on the banks of the river; it is not on a mountain. When Robert

Fortune travelled from Quzhou to the Wuyi itd-i Mountains in the 1840s, he

found that for about 30 li from Changshan the road was in the valley. Only after

this distance did it climb up towards a pass in the hills.172 Moreover, there is no

trace of any division of a river or rivers at or near Changshan. Finally,
Changshan is almost due west from Quzhou, not southeast. While Marco's

directions are often inaccurate, they are rarely as far wrong as this. The only
thing which suggests the identity of Cianscian with Changshan is the phonetic
resemblance. Everything else is wrong. It must be noted, however, that the

reading of Ramusio's edition is "Zengian", which does not much resemble

"Changshan". In fact, it could well be a slightly corrupt version of a different

toponym, Suichang Mm. "Zengian" might plausibly be a copyist's error for

"Zuegian". Phonetically, this would be very close to the pronunciation of
Suichang during the thirteenth century: the 'Phags-pa Chinese pronunciation
is "zue-tg'aq".173 Whereas everything about the description of the location of
"Cianscian" is wrong for Changshan, it is right for Suichang. This town is almost

exactly southeast of Quzhou. It is on a mountain and close to a watershed, from

which rivers run either to the north and northeast, eventually to the Qiantang

near Hangzhou, or approximately southeast towards Wenzhou ffij'li It is further
from Quzhou than is Changshan. As it would be an uphill journey from Quzhou

to Suichang, four days might well have been needed to complete it. Suichang is

also directly on the way from Quzhou to Chuzhou. It is perhaps possible that
Marco simply made a mistake about the toponyms here. He had travelled in this

170 BNF fr. 1116: 69 verso; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 175.

171 Fortune 1852: 182.

172 Fortune 1852; 184-186.
173 Coblin 2007: 116, 127.
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area more than once, possibly by different routes. He may accidentally have

confused Changshan with Suichang, or perhaps the confusion was due to

misunderstanding on the part of Rustichello. The reading of Ramusio's edition

suggests a later correction.174

There is general agreement about the identification of the next toponym after

Cugiu: "qenlifu", "qenlinfu", or "quelinfu".175 This is Jianningfu (modern

Jian'ou il [Sil).176 As has been pointed out already, "lin[gj" is a dialect pronunciation
of ning.177 The suggestion that it is a local dialect pronunciation of the Jianning
area178 seems to be wrong, however. In the modern Jian'ou dialect, n- and I- are

reported to be differentiated.179 Nonetheless, as Pelliot remarked, confusion of n-

and /- is common in many parts of China.180 Pelliot mentions Hunan province, and

it is certainly very common in Sichuan.181 Again, it has already been stated that

Marco would often have heard dialect pronunciations outside the area where they

were usually spoken, if only because officials were normally appointed to posts
outside their native areas.182 The use of -fu at the end of this toponym reflects the

status of Jianning under the Song dynasty. It was raised to the status of a superior

prefecture {fu Iff) in 1162.183 Under Mongol rule, it became the seat of government of
a route in 1289.184 As this had happened so recently, it is not surprising that Marco

still referred to Jianning as a fu.
Between Jianning and "Fugiu", which is undoubtedly Fuzhou fSj'H,185

Marco mentions only one place, "Uuqen" or "Vuguen".186 This has been

discussed at length elsewhere. It is certainly Houguan fêll'.187 Since Pelliot's

lengthy discussion,188 "Çaiton" has generally been recognised to be Quanzhou
JjU'H.189 There is, however, still some difficulty with the identification of

174 On the possibility that toponyms in Ramusio's edition, and in the Zelada manuscript, may
reflect revisions made after the text had originally been written, see Haw (forthcoming a).

175 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 814; BNF fr. 1116; 70 recto; MP/Barbieri: 228; MP/Ramusio: 48 F.

176 Haw (forthcoming c).

177 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 815; Haw (forthcoming c).

178 MP/Benedetto: 440.

179 Li Rong et al. (eds.) 1998: 6, 8-14.
180 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 815.

181 Personal experience. See also Qin 2014: 17.

182 Haw (forthcoming a).

183 YDJS, vol. 4, juan 129: 3691.

184 YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1504.

185 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 725-726; MP/Kinoshita: 139; MP/Cliff: 217.

186 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 875.

187 Haw (forthcoming c).

188 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 1: 583-597.

189 MP/Kinoshita: 141 note 26; MP/Cliff: 387 note 64; Vogel 2013: 204.
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"tinugiu", "Tingui" or "tinçu", a place where porcelain was manufactured.190

Vogel has accepted a hypothesis which identifies "Tiunguy" with a town called

Fengzhou HJ'H. Today, this is a township within the municipality of Nan'an S
bordering on Quanzhou.191 It must be objected that Nan'an was Fengzhou

only for a few years during the Tang dynasty, from 622 until 635.192 It is hardly
likely that such a short-lived name would have persisted until Marco Polo's time,
six and a half centuries later. It has been claimed that the name of Fengzhou did
continue to be used for the present township of Fengzhou long after it had
ceased officially to be so designated, but no evidence whatsoever has been

provided to support such a claim.193 There is perhaps some confusion here, as

the name Fengzhou was applied at various periods to several different towns.194

The township in Nan'an now called Fengzhou does not seem to have been

known by that name until the Republican period.195 The argument that there

was a Fengzhou in what is today Fujian province from 567 until 589196 is

irrelevant, because this Fengzhou was Fuzhou.197 In any case, there is little
phonetic resemblance between Fengzhou and Tingui or Tiunguy. Confusion
between "f and "t" is not common in the various recensions of Marco Polo's

text. Nor does the local pronunciation of feng as tor/198 make much difference to
the phonetic problem. Marco's transcription of horj would have been "con[gj" or
something similar, which is still far removed from "Tin[g]-". Pelliot cites variants
from a dozen manuscripts of the text, all of which have initial "t", except for one
with initial "l".199 Initial "t" is therefore likely to be correct. Phonetically, the

identification of this place with Fengzhou is highly improbable, and the simple
fact is that no Fengzhou existed near Quanzhou during the late thirteenth

century or at any time within the previous six centuries.

190 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 853-856; BNF fr. 1116: 71 recto; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1:178; MP/
Ramusio: 49B,C; MP/Barbieri: 246.

191 Vogel 2013: 207 note i*; Zheng Yi 2004: 38-45.
192 THJ, vol. 5, juan 102: 2031; MNAXZ, juan 1: 7.

193 Zheng Yi 2004: 41.

194 For example, during Marco Polo's time, there was a Fengzhou in north China, in the route
of Datong ;k]a]: YS, vol. 5, juan 58: 1376.

195 There is no mention of Fengzhou township in The Cities and Towns of China of 1910,

although it notes that Nan'an was called Fengzhou during the Tang dynasty: Playfair 1910: 339.

Until 1936, what is now Fengzhou township was the county town of Nan'an: Ding Li et al. (eds.)

1990: 99.

196 Zheng Yi 2004: 40.
197 THJ, vol. 5, juan 100: 1990.

198 Zheng Yi 2004: 41; Lin Liantong (ed.) 1993: 88-89.
199 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 853.
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The orthography "Tiunguy" was no doubt adopted from Pauthier's
edition.200 It occurs only in the FA group of manuscripts201 and cannot take

precedence over the majority of recensions of the text. Pipino has "tingui",202
Ramusio has "Tingui",203 and the Zelada manuscript has "tinçu".204 It seems

clear that "Tingiu" was most probably Marco's original intention. This obviously
resembles Tingzhou ÎTj'H, modern Changting ftff.205 There is no good reason to

question this identification, which is supported by Marco's statement, in MS F,

that "those of this city have a language of their own"206 ("cele de ceste cité ont
lengajes por eles").207MS V1 mentions "tungui" and the porcelain made there,
and immediately afterwards says: "Et questi de questa citade àno parlar per si

(And those of this city have their own language)".208 "This city" clearly refers to

"tungui". This is significant, because Changting is populated by Hakkas, who

speak a language different from the Min dialects of Fujian.209 Yule claims that
this comment applies to Quanzhou,210 but it clearly does not. Pauthier's text in
fact reads: "Hz ont en ceste cité de Tyunguy un autre langaige par eulx". The

reading of MS FA1 justifies this.211 The porcelain bowls which Marco says were
made in Tingzhou are of doubtful value for the identification of this place, as

porcelain was produced in many local kilns.212 The old idea that production was
concentrated in only a few major centres is incorrect, at least for the period
before the Ming dynasty. Pelliot's lengthy argument that Tingiu must be a

corruption of Chuzhou, the prefecture in which the Longquan kilns were
located,213 is not at all convincing. Again, as has been suggested previously,
even if porcelain was not manufactured there, Tingzhou might have been

associated with porcelain because it was on the route by which products from

Jingdezhen JJctfiÄ were carried to Quanzhou.214

200 MP/Pauthier, vol. 2: 532.

201 BNF fr. 5631: 63 verso.
202 MP/Pipino: 150.

203 MP/Ramusio: 49B,C.

204 MP/Barbieri: 246.

205 Haw 2006: 121, 123.

206 MP/Kinoshita: 142. Cf. MP/Moule-Pelliot, vol. 1: 353.

207 BNF fr. 1116: 71 recto; MP/Eusebi-Burgio, vol. 1: 178.

208 MP/Simion: 290.

209 Hashimoto 1973: 7; Chen 2004: 800; Xiong Zhenghui etal. (eds.) 2012: 117, map Bl-17.
210 MP/Yule-Cordier, vol. 2: 236.

211 MP/Pauthier, vol. 2: 533; BNF fr. 5631: 63 verso.
212 Zhu Tiequan etal. 2012: 476; Zhao Bing 2001: 63-64; Barnes 2010: 342, 350.

213 Pelliot 1959-1973, vol. 2: 853-856.

214 Haw 2006: 123.
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Conclusion: Marco's route from Hangzhou to Quanzhou begins by following

rivers which flow into the Qiantang, travelling upstream towards the southwest

(see map). The first town on the itinerary is Tonglu (Tanpigiu), followed by
Wuzhou (Vugiu) and then Quzhou (Ghiugiu). At Quzhou, the river is left behind
and the route climbs to the watershed near which Suichang (Zengian) is

situated. From here, again following a river, there is a descent to Chuzhou (Cugiu).

Then, turning westwards, the itinerary crosses the mountains into Fujian province,

descending to Jianning (Quenlin). From here, following the Min River, the

route passes Houguan (Uuguen) and arrives at Fuzhou (Fugiu). It continues to

Quanzhou (Çaiton). Tingzhou (Tingiu) was not on the route, but is inland from

Quanzhou. The administrative status of these various towns is of some interest.

Wuzhou, Quzhou, Chuzhou, Jianning, Fuzhou, Quanzhou and Tingzhou were all
the seats of administration of routes.215 With the exception of Jianning (see

above), all of these routes had been established during the late 1270s, immediately

after the Mongol conquest of the Song Empire. Only three towns are

mentioned which were of lower administrative status, all of them county
towns (xian H). Tonglu was a county within Jiande route.216 It is interesting
that Marco mentions this place but not Jiande, which he must also have passed

through. This suggests that he did not mention places solely because of their

importance, but also noted towns for other reasons. Tonglu was no doubt
mentioned as the first stop after leaving Hangzhou. Suichang was a county
within Chuzhou route,217 and Houguan a county within Fuzhou route.218

Suichang was notable because of its position on the watershed between

Quzhou and Chuzhou, and Houguan because of its production of sugar.219

As has also been shown above, there is reason to question whether Marco

really had a knowledge of Persian. It is certainly unlikely that he used the

Persian language much, if at all, while he was in China. On the other hand,
there is no reason to doubt what he says about large quantities of pepper being
carried into Hangzhou every day. He is not always right: Quanzhou was not the

only port which received ships from India, and Tingzhou was certainly not the

only place where porcelain was manufactured. As has been remarked
previously, he is usually correct when his information was obtained personally, but
often inaccurate when he relied on what others told him.220 Considering the

215 YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1496-1497, 1499, 1503-1505, 1506.

216 YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1495.

217 YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1499.

218 YS, vol. 5, juan 62: 1504.

219 Haw (forthcoming c).

220 Haw 2006: 174-175.
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problems created by scribes and translators, who have undoubtedly generated
obscurities in a significant part of Marco's text, the Description of the World is a

remarkably accurate account of the Empire of Qubilai Qa'an.
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